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NOTIFICATION

The following is the probability list containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found 
provisionally eligible to be included in the Ranked list subject to the verification of the original documents for 
selection to the post of FIELD WORKER (SR FOR ST ONLY) –THRISSUR (Category No.012/2013) in 
HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT  on `8730-13540 on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) 
held on 27/03/2014.

The register numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any 
way indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 

SCHEDULED TRIBE

100033 100173 100178 100186 100253 100434

100466 100596 100610 100705 100724 100725

100740 100835 100876 100936 100994 101047

101058 101088 101129 101211 101214 101224

101301 101336 101344 101364 101368 101395

List of Differently abled candidates for 3% reservation

Low vision

Not eligible

Hearing Impairement

Not eligible

Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy

Not eligible

Note: 
1. Inclusion  of  Register  numbers  in  this  list  is  purely  provisional  subject  to  scrutiny  and 

admission of application on absolute basis. Inclusion of register numbers in the probability 
list does not confer any right on the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.



2. The list has been prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top  
marks in the OMR test.

3. The candidates who have secured 51.33(Fifty one point three three) marks and above are 
included in the probability list. 

4. Candidates included in the probability list should present and produce in person the original 
and self attested copies of documents for verification. Date, Time, and venue of one time 
certificate verification of candidates included in this probability list is published along with  
the probability list. Candidates included in the probability list will be intimated through 
Mobile SMS, profile message, and print media. 

5. Format of medical certificate attached along with this notification must be downloaded, 
scanned copy uploaded (after properly filled in by a medical officer) and original produced 
at the time of one time verification.

6. According  to  the  existing  procedure,  revaluation  of  answer  scripts  is  not  allowed,  but  
answer scripts can be rechecked after publication of Ranked list. Detailed instructions will  
be published in the Ranked List to be published for the post.

 
7. Copy  of  answer  scripts  of  the  OMR test  held  on  27/03/2014 will  be  issued  to  those 

candidates  who  apply  for  the  same  remitting  the  prescribed  fee  after  approval  of  the  
Ranked List. Candidates whose register numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to the 
notification no. ER XIII 7003/14/EW DATED 13.03.2015.

8. Candidates shall produce 2 copies of caste certificates obtained from revenue authorities 
not below the rank of Tahsildar as specified in the kerala Gazette.

9. The letter R shall be prefixed to all register numbers to indicate Thrissur District. 

   Sd/-
         T.K. SALIM
      DISTRICT OFFICER
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Approved for issue

Section officer.  


